How many **sounds** are there in the word **wish**?

Three: **w/i/sh**

How many **syllables** are there in the word **indigo**?

Three: **in/di/go**

What letters are replaced by the **apostrophe** in the word **they’ll**?

‘wi’ (from ‘they will’)

Which part of the word **foxes** is the **suffix**?

**-es**

What is the **plural** of **mouse**?

**mice**
Which two words make up the compound word dragonfly?

dragon and fly

What are the rhyming words in this poem?

Jack played out beside the pond,
Then sat down on a log.
He saw a movement, heard a sound
And found a giant green frog.

log and frog

Which of these characters are you most likely to find in a fairy story?

Trolls, fairies, princesses and giants

trolls aliens fairies cowboys princesses giants teachers firefighters

What name is given to this type of sentence?

A command

Go to the red corner.

What name is given to describing words that are used a lot in poetry?

Adjectives
Put these words into alphabetical order.
Ant, Cat, Cow, Fish, Parrot

What does predict mean?
To work out what is going to happen next.

Which are the correct homophones to use in this sentence?
blew and night:
The wind blew all night long.

Pick out the prefix and the suffix of this word:
unfastened
The prefix is un- and the suffix is -ed.

Which of these is the capital letter form of the letter b?
P G B Z S
B
Which letters in the alphabet are **vowels**?

- a, e, i, o and u

Spell the day of the week that comes between Tuesday and Thursday.

- Wednesday

What is **proof-reading**?

Checking your work after you’ve written it. You check that it makes sense and that you haven’t made any grammar, punctuation or spelling mistakes.

What is the difference between **fiction** and **non-fiction**?

- Fiction is made-up, but non-fiction is about real events or people.

What is the sheep’s fleece being **compared** to in this poem?

*Mary had a little lamb,*
*Its fleece was white as snow,*
*And everywhere that Mary went,*
*The lamb was sure to go*

Snow:
*‘was white as snow’*
What is a **recount**?

A way of re-telling an event, experience or story.

Which **punctuation mark** would you put at the end of this sentence?

**Go away**

What **tense** is this sentence written in?

**We are having a nice time.**

What type of **sentence** is this?

**Why didn't you want to eat your lunch?**

Which word in this sentence is a **verb**?

**climbed**

The young boy **climbed carefully**.
Which words in this sentence are part of the noun phrase?
I wanted to go to the new book shop.